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Ananda's Monthly Tune-Up Tip
What Is a Problem?
A problem is really only a problem because
we perceive it as such.....
What if you see the problem in a new way,
as a challenge or opportunity... not as a
problem?
With any challenge, there is
PURPOSE! With a purpose, there is
fulfillment!
The choice to see things differently is
always YOURS! You are THAT!

Hello to all our wonderful friends!
April is whizzing by...:)
What a Now- buzz it is!!!
First and foremost, a giant thanks to all our beloved students for
your support and encouragement. We are simply overjoyed at the
staggering new amount of LOC 1000/ Self-realized sages who have
recently popped! A RASA blessing beyond imaginable belief.
Ramaji and I could not be any happier.....every new moment is a
thrill for us both. Our students are a mind-blowing bunch!
We are also wrapping up our Zoom Manifestation & Abundance
series this Saturday April 21. Needless to say, it is another hit
thanks to all our attendees! The greatest fun was embracing and
teaching manifestation for the first time. We had such astounding
success that we are soon planning an Advanced Manifestation
course for you all. Stay tuned for that fun one!:))!

The Awakened Living series in its entirety will be for sale in May on
our web site for anyone to purchase. We truly suggest you all
embrace the material. Relationships, Tantra, embodiment,
manifestation and much more was discussed, for the first time, at
great length. We both feel this information is crucial for anyone in
the process of awakening or already awakened.....
We wrapped up our latest Open Circle RASA Satsang series. It is
always a blast to co-create with the wonderful OC community as
well as with all of you. All four videos from March and April 2018
are now on YouTube.
I will be hosting a special non-duality Group for the awakening
Goddesses! Sorry gentlemen, this is strictly for the ladies.......Look
Out!
The information regarding this unique women's only group is now
on our web site at
https://www.rasatransmissioninternational.com/events... Please
sign up ladies! I’m excited to share and interact with my beautiful
friends. Please invite your female friends along too. The more, the
merrier......
Ramaji and I can truly say that we love you all. It is your energy
and your enthusiasm and your dedication to awakening that has
made this possible. The desire to spread the Light of RASA is in
itself a blessing. Each new awakened being is a fresh seed perfect
and ready to bloom. You are each so rare, so special and you make
our work a joy to do!
BEING together is such fun and FUN it shall BE!
May each of you thrive in this month of April and into May!!!
You bring the meaning, you bring the Light, you ARE the Light!
SHINE!
Freedom is your nature!
Joy is your birthright
Compromising is not an option.
R & A do NOT quit.....until YOU-FINISH-HERE/NOW!
Peace and blessings and love eternal!
Ramaji & Ananda Devi
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